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ABSTRACT
Accurate automatic personal identification is critical in a variety of applications in our
electronically interconnected society. Biometrics, which refers to identification based
on physical or behavioral characteristics, is being increasingly adopted to provide
positive identification with a high degree of confidence. Among all the biometric
techniques, fingerprint-based authentication systems have received the most attention
because of the long history of fingerprints and their extensive use in forensics.
However, the numerous fingerprint systems currently available still do not meet the
stringent performance requirements of several important civilian applications. To
assess the performance limitations of popular minutiae-based fingerprint verification
system, we theoretically estimate the probability of a false correspondence between
two fingerprints from different fingers based on the minutiae representation of
fingerprints. Due to the limited amount of information present in the minutiae-based




Fingerprint identification is one of the most important biometric methods used in
security. The task in this project is to develop and implement a program that is able to
identify or verify a fingerprint.
1.2 Objectives and Scope of Study
The scope of study is to design and construct an algorithm on identifying a person
using fingerprints. The objective of the project is to develop and understand the
algorithm in a fingerprint identification system.
The scope of the study is in what are/is the program being used in the development
stage. For this Final Year Design Project, MATLAB has been choose to design the
project and develop the program.
1.3 Background of Study
With the advent of electronic banking, e-commerce, and smartcards and an increased
emphasis on the privacy and security of information stored in various databases,
automatic personal identification has become a very important topic. Accurate
automatic personal identification is now needed in a wide range of civilian
applications involving the use of passports, cellular telephones, automatic teller
machines, and driver licenses. Traditional knowledge-based (password or Personal
Identification Number (PIN)) and token-based (passport, driver license, and ID card)
identifications are prone to fraud because PINs maybe forgottenor guessedby an
imposter and the tokens may be lost or stolen. Therefore, traditional knowledge-based
and token-based approaches are unable to satisfy the security requirements of our
electronically interconnected information society (see Figure 1.1).









Minutiae (Q)> Core (D), and Delta (A]
Figure 1.2: Orientation field, thinned ridges, minutiae, and singular points.
1.3.1 Introduction to Biometrics
Biometrics, which refers to identifying an individual based on his or her physiological
or behavioral characteristics, has the capability to reliably distinguish between an
authorized person and an imposter. Since biometric characteristics are distinctive, can
not be forgotten or lost, and the person to be authenticated needs to be physically
present at the point of identification, biometrics is inherently more reliable and more
capable than traditional knowledge-based and token-based techniques. Biometrics
also has a number of disadvantages. For example, if a password or an ID card is
compromised, it can be easily replaced. However, once a biometrics is compromised,
it is not possible to replace it. Similarly, users can have a different password for each
account, thus if the password for one account is compromised, the other accounts are
still safe. However, if a biometrics is compromised, all biometrics-based accounts can
be broken-in. Among all biometrics (e.g., face, fingerprint, hand geometry, iris, retina,
signature, voice print, facial, thermogram, hand vein, gait, ear, odor, keystroke
dynamics, etc.), fingerprint-based identification is one of the most mature and proven
technique.
1.3.1.1 Application of Biometrics
Biometrics has been widely used in forensics applications such as criminal
identification and prison security. The biometric technology is rapidly evolving and
has a very strong potential to be widely adopted in civilian applications such as
electronic banking, e-commerce, and access control. Due to a rapid increase in the
number and use of electronic transactions, electronic banking and electronic
commerce are becoming one of the most important emerging applications of
biometrics. These applications include credit card and smart card security, ATM
security, check cashing and fund transfers, online transactions and web access. The
physical access control applications have traditionally used token-based
authentication. With the progress in biometric technology, these applications will
increasingly use biometrics for authentication. Remote login and data access
applications have traditionally used knowledge-based authentication. These
applications have already started using biometrics for person authentication. The use
of biometrics will become more widespread in coming years as the technology
matures and becomes more trust worthy. Otherbiometric applications includewelfare
disbursement, immigration checkpoints, national ID, voter and driver registration, and
time and attendance.
1.3.2 Fingerprint
Fingerprints are the ridge and furrow patterns on the tip of the finger and have been
used extensively for personal identification of people. Figure 1.2 shows an example of
a fingerprint. The biological properties of fingerprint formation are well understood
and fingerprints have been used for identification purposes for centuries. Since the
beginning of the 20th century, fingerprints have been extensively used for
identification of criminals by the various forensic departments around the world. Due
to its criminal connotations, some people feel uncomfortable in providing their
fingerprints for identification in civilian applications. However, since fingerprint-
based biometric systems offer positive identification with a very high degree of
confidence, and compact solid state fingerprint sensors can be embedded in various
systems (e.g., cellular phones), fingerprint-based authentication is becoming more and
more popular in a number of civilian and commercial applications such as, welfare
disbursement, cellular phone access, and laptop computer log-in. The availability of
cheap and compact solid state scanners as well as robust fingerprint matchers are two
important factors in the popularity of fingerprint-based identification systems.
Fingerprints a lso have a number of disadvantages as compared to other biometrics.
For example, approximately 4% of the population does not have good quality
fingerprints, manual workers get regular scratches on their fingers which poses a
difficulty to the matching system, finger skin peels offdue to weather, fingers develop
natural permanent creases, temporary creases are formed when the hands are
immersed in water for a long time, and dirty fingers can not be properly imaged with
the existing fingerprint sensors. Further, since fingerprints can not be captured




Fingerprints are fully formed at about seven months of fetus development and finger
ridge configurations do not change throughout the life of an individual except due to
accidents such as bruises and cuts on the finger tips. This property makes fingerprints
a very attractive biometric identifier. Biological organisms, in general, are the
consequence of the interaction of genes and environment. It is assumed that the
phenotype is uniquely determined by the interaction of a specific genotype and a
specific environment. Physical appearance and fingerprints are, in general, a part of
an individual's phenotype. In the case of fingerprints, the genes determine the general
characteristics of the pattern. Fingerprint formation is similar to the growth of
capillaries and blood vessels in angiogenesis. The general characteristics of the
fingerprint emerge as the skin on the fingertip begins to differentiate. However, the
flow of amniotic fluids around the fetus and its position in the uterus change during
the differentiation process. Thus, the cells on the fingertip grow in a
microenvironment that is slightly different from hand to hand and finger to finger.
The finer details of the fingerprints are determined by this changing
microenvironment. A small difference in microenvironment is amplified by the
differentiation process of the cells. There are so many variations during the formation
of fingerprints that it would be virtually impossible for two fingerprints to be alike.
But since the fingerprints are differentiated from the same genes, they will not be
totally random patterns either. We could say that the fingerprint formation process is a




Necessary information on program structure, design of the system and the flow of the
system must be acquired. Another important aspect of the identification and
recognition is the part of comparison and recognition result. Below is the program















Figure 2.1: The basic theory or flow of the fingerprint recognition
Generally, all biometrics system contain two parts, enrollment and identification part.
The enrollment part functions to have a user's characteristic registered so that it can
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be used as a criterion when identification is performed; whereas the identification part
provides the user interface to have then end user's characteristics capture and verified.
• Capture stage
This is the process that a p hysical orb ehavioral s ample i s i nput t o t he s ystem.
Different system use different devices to get the sample. Generally, physical
biometrics data are capture by some type of cameras and the sample is stored as a
digital image for processing.
• Feature Extraction Stage
This is the process that the unique data are extracted from the sample and a
template is created. The template for any two persons should be different and
different sample from sameperson shouldbe similarenough.
• Comparison Stage
It is the process that the newly extracted template from a sample is compared to a
registered in the system. Because even the samples from the same person may
vary from time to time, the comparison algorithm should tolerate the tiny changes
from the s amep erson yet d istinguish d ifferentp ersons. For example, t he finger
may contact with the live scanner at different place, direction and pressure, so in
practice, no two exact same samples.
• Decision Stage
This stage is the process that the system decides whether the template extracted
from the new sample matches the registered one.
As was stated previously, this system will be able to identify the owner of a
fingerprint with reasonable accuracy and will have the ability to reject a fingerprint
when the system is "unsure" of it's results. The system presented hasbeen divided into
three stages: preprocessing of a fingerprint image, extraction of the features that





Figure 3.1: System diagram for an automatic verification system.
The figure above, which is figure 3.1, is the standard working or flow of the
fingerprint identification. A biometric system can be operated in two modes: 1)
verification m ode a nd 2) i dentification m ode. I n t he v erification m ode, a biometric
system either accepts or rejects a user's claimed identity while a biometric system
operating in the identification mode establishes the identity of the user without a
claimed identity. Fingerprint identification is a more difficult problem than fingerprint
verification because a huge number of comparisons need to be performed in
identification. In this report, I have focused on a biometric system operating in a
verification mode and an indexing scheme (fingerprint classification) that can be used
in an identification system.
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The first part or step of all is to choose the correct programming language to use for
this programming. There are many type of language can be use, C++, C language,
JAVA, Visual Basic, Visual Basic.Net and many more.
Therefore, for this particular programming, it required a necessary programming tool
that has image processing toolbox. So the software or program that will be chosen is
MATLAB. I am currently using MATLAB 6 version 12. This software is chosen
because it has the capability to process the image using the image processing toolbox
given by default. It also has the capability to process high definition of images.
The other programming language is not quite suitable such as C++ or C because the
programming itself. We need to define everything including the libraries that are
needed. For the GUI programming, it would be really hard because the statement are
using a lot of IF statements.
For this particular part, a simple GUI is enough for this study. As the objective stated,













































Among all the biometric techniques, fingerprint-based identification is the oldest
method which has been successfully used in numerous applications. Everyone is
known to have unique, immutable fingerprints. A fingerprint is made of a series of
ridges and furrows on the surface ofthe finger. The uniqueness ofa fingerprint can be
determined by the pattern of ridges and furrows as well as the minutiae points.
Minutiae points are local ridge characteristics that occur at either a ridge bifurcation
or a ridge ending.
Fingerprint matching techniques can be placed into two categories: minutae-based and
correlation based. Minutiae-based techniques first find minutiae points and then map
their relative placement on the finger. However, there are some difficulties when
using this approach. It is difficult to extract the minutiae points accurately when the
fingerprint is oflow quality. Also this method does not take into account the global
pattern ofridges and furrows. The correlation-based method is able to overcome some
of the difficulties of the minutiae-based approach. However, it has some of its own
shortcomings. Correlation-based techniques require the precise location of a







Fingerprint matching based on minutiae has problems in matching different sized
(unregistered) minutiae patterns. Local ridge structures can not be completely
characterized by minutiae. We are trying an alternate representation of fingerprints
which will capture more local information and yield a fixed length code for the
fingerprint. The matching will then hopefully become a relatively simple task of
calculating the Euclidean distance will between the two codes.
4.2 Fingerprint Classification
Large volumes of fingerprints are collected and stored everyday in a wide range of
applications including forensics, access control, and driver license registration. To
reduce the search time and computational complexity, it is desirable to classify these
fingerprints in an accurate and consistent manner so that the input fingerprint is
required to be matched only with a subset of the fingerprints in the database.
Large volumes of fingerprints are collected and stored everyday in a wide range of
applications, including forensics, access control, and driver license registration.
Automatic identity recognition based on fingerprints requires that the input fingerprint
be matched with a large number of fingerprints stored in a database (the FBI database
currently contains more than 630 million fingerprints!). To reduce the search time and
computational complexity, it is desirable to classify these fingerprints in an accurate
and consistent manner such that the input fingerprint needs to be matched only with a
subset of the fingerprints in the database. Fingerprint classification is a technique used
to assign a fingerprint into one of the several pre-specified types already established
in the literature (and used in forensic applications) which can provide an indexing
mechanism. Fingerprint classification can be viewed as a coarse level matching of the
fingerprints. An input fingerprint is first matched to one of the pre-specified types and
then it is compared to a subset of the database corresponding to that fingerprint type.
To increase the search efficiency, the fingerprint classification algorithm can classify
a fingerprint into more than one class. For example, if the fingerprint database is
binned into five classes, and a fingerprint classifier outputs two classes (primary and
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secondary) with high accuracy, then the identification system will only need to search
two of the five bins, thus decreasing the search space 2.5 folds. Continuous
classification of fingerprints is also very attractive for indexing where fingerprints are
not partitioned in non-overlapping classes, but each fingerprint is characterized with a
numerical vector summarizing its main features. The continuous features obtained are
used for indexing fingerprints through spatial data structures and for retrieving
fingerprints by means of spatial queries. In this report, I have concentrated on an
exclusive fingerprint classification and classify fingerprints into five distinct classes,
namely, whorl (W), right loop (R), left loop (L), arch (A), and tented arch (T) (Figure
4.2). The five classes are chosen based on the classes identified by the National
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) to benchmark automatic fingerprint
classification algorithms. The natural proportion of occurrence of these five major
classes of fingerprints is 0:3252, 0:3648, 0:1703, 0:0616, and 0:0779 for whorl, right
loop, left loop, arch, and tented arch, respectively. There are two main types of
features in a fingerprint: (i) global ridge and furrow structures which form special
patterns in the central region of the fingerprint, and (ii) local ridge and furrow minute
details (see Figure 4.3). A fingerprint is classified based on only the first type of
features and is uniquely identified based on the second type of features (ridge endings
and bifurcations, also known as minutiae). See Figure 4.3 for examples of ridges,
minutiae, orientation field and singular points in a fingerprint image.
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Figure 4.3: Orientation field, thinnedridges, minutiae, and singular points.
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4.3 Fingerprint Image Enhancement
A critical step in automatic fingerprint matching is to automatically and reliably
extract minutiae from the input fingerprint images. However, the performance of a
minutiae extraction algorithm relies heavily on the quality of the input fingerprint
images. In order to ensure that the performance of an automatic fingerprint
identification/verification system will be robust with respect to the quality of the
fingerprint images, it is essential to incorporate a fingerprint enhancement algorithm
in the minutiae extraction module.
4.3.1 Methods
The most common method of generating a template emulates the traditional method
of matching "minutiae"— bifurcations, divergences, enclosures, endings, and valleys
in the ridge pattern. Each minutia is described by a set of numeric variables.
Approximately 80 percent of biometric vendors use minutiae in some fashion. Other
methods include using "traditional" pattern matching techniques and using moire
fringe patterns. The fingerprint has one of the largest biometric templates, ranging
from 250 bytes (minutiae) to over 1,000 bytes (pattern matching). Note that the
template holds onlyparticular data about the fingerprint (the minutiae), not the image
of the fingerprint itself, nor can the full fingerprint be reconstructed from the
template.
Minutiae points are referred to as 'points' because the fingerprint scanner assigns
locations (points) to the minutiae using X, Y and directional variables. Minutiae
points are and can be made up of the following characteristics:
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1. Bifurcation





this is the point where parallel ridges either spread apart or come
together
occurs when a ridge splits into two branches and then comes together
again shortly thereafter
occurs when a ridge terminates
spacesor gaps that are on either side of a ridge
Other m ethods o f i dentifyinga p erson's fingerprint i nclude c ounting t he number of
ridges between points, processing the fingerprint image and recording the print's
soundwaves.
Fingerprint imaging technology is based on two electronic capturing methods: optical
and capacitive. Optical fingerprint technologies require the user to place his or her
finger on a glass substrate at which point an internal light source from the fingerprint
device is projected onto the fingerprint. The image is then captured by a charge-
coupled device (CCD). Optical methods have beenused extensively andhavebeenin
existence for the past decade. They are proven but are on the expensive side and are
not always reliable due to environmental conditions. A buildup of dirt, grime, andoil
from one's finger can leavea "ghost" image which is referred to as a "latentimage".
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On the other hand, capacitive imaging looks to make fingerprint imaging available to
the masses by making fingerprint imaging devices (hardware) more compact in size,
less expensive, and more reliable. Capacitive systems analyze one's fingerprint by
detecting the electrical field around the fingerprint using a sensor chip and an array of
circuits.
When a person's fingerprint is initially captured, a 'template' is constructed and stored
in a data storage system or database. This 'template' is then used to compare against a
person's fingerprint for each subsequent time he or she scans their finger. The
fingerprint requires one of the largest data templates in the biometric field. The finger
data template can range anywhere from several hundred bytes to over 1,000 bytes
depending upon the level of security that is required and the method that is used to
scan one's fingerprint.
After the first half or Final Year Project Part 1 has finished, the second part of my
FYP project is to produce the GUI, the Graphic User Interface. This where everything
will be displayed: the original image, grayscale image, and the results from the
database or fingerprint matching.
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4.4 Graphic User Interface (GUI)
The GUI is has its own main role in any program. The purpose of GUI is to show the
user where or something that is visible to their eyes.
This is the proposed GUI, the rectangle shape. But there is some problem in this
source codes. There are lines that are unrecognizable by the MATLAB.
$*. C'WAItAbiplVwotkUiev^tti.m * O X
Rte Edit View Texi Debug Breakpoints Web Window Heip
function varatgout » neurgui (varagin)




^.genecata a structure of handles to pass to callbacks and store it
handles » guihandies(£ig);
if narouc > 0
varatgemtU) * Cig;
elseiS ischaEivatergiad)) Ua<?ofee n.m%& sti&twstxwi or caUSacS
try
it (nargoutj









ftfimctiosi to display original image
fiunction varargout = oei«inaJ.„Cailback{h.,ev«snt(ia,ta,handles,varargin,)
axes (handles, origins!__:£&);
Figure 4,4: The source code of the GUI at first attempt.
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Figure 4.5: The GUI of the Fingerprint Recognition.
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4.5 Displaying the Original Image
In this part, the original image of the thumbprint will be displayed using the:
imread command syntax.
The syntax should be written as follows:
image = imread ('filename.extension')
This is what is written in the MATLAB FILE.
image • imshoui' 1S*_7.
.Ml
ft\e Ed.t few Te-E Debug Bi&akpGK&s i*feb Window Help
D g» e m! -'. 4*. vtt^j* >®*j> i ©€t aH *& TC @g:| «.*F^
sewnc-ion to display tfce original iaage









Figure 4.7: The original image is displayed with the MATLAB image viewer.
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112.6 degree Component 135 degree Component
Figure 4.8: The original image of the fingerprint is display at the center of the GUI.
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4.6 Centralizing Function
A function which accept an input image and determines the coordinates of the core
point. The core point is determinated by complex filtering. The region of interest is
determinated fixing a minimum threshold value for the variance. Input image is
divided into non-overlapping blocks and only blocks with a variance smaller than this
threshold value are considered background. The logical matrix (associated to the
region of interest) is first closed (Matlab function imclose), then eroded (Matlab
function imerode) with two given structuring elements. The image is "mirrored"
before convolution with complex filter, and then it is re-cropped to its original sizes.
Original FingsrPrint Binarizsd Print
Figure 4.9: The centralizing function displays the image and binarized it.
The main usage for this function is to centralize everything that is not centralized
during scanning process to capture the fingerprint image. The function will
automatically determine the centre of the fingerprint and determined the core as
explained in the above paragraph. The portion of the source code use for this program






















For the crop function, it is used to crop the original fingerprint and make it to a
smaller image. The image that is crop is basically and usually the center of the
thumbprint or fingerprint where the calculation will be made to determined the owner
of the fingerprint. The basic identification will be determined by minuate, ridges and
valleys of the fingerprint.
Cropped Print Original Fingerprint
Figure 4.10: Thecrop image of the centralized fingerprint. The crop function will
only extract the fingerprint from the centre to a certain pixels.
















set(get(ud.hComponentlAxes, 'title'), 'string', 'Cropped Print');
set(ud.hComponentlImage, 'Cdata', CroppedPrint);









Sectorization is used to determine the sector where we want to analyze. The purpose
of this is to make sure that the only specified area of interest will be analyzed. The
unwanted sectors have already been cropped earlier in the crop section.
Sectorizedp rint
'-- .••'• •••,'*."•. *
t *
Original FingerPrint
,, ,.'.',' v -.v,"''"0 '
Figure 4.11: The sectorized print is show is the smaller figure. Thecircle indicating
that the the area is sectored and will be analyzed.


































Normalizing means that the fingerprint is being sectorized than transfer the image to
grayscale. Then the fingerprint is being enhanced for a clearer view of the pattern for
the upcoming calculation of the program for identificationpurpose.
Original FingerFtmt
Figure 4.12: The small picture shows the normalized fingerprint afternormalization.















[NormalizedPrint,vector] = sector_norm(CroppedPrint ,0,0);
CroppedPrint= double(CroppedPrint)/graylevmax;
NormalizedPrint = double(NormalizedPrint)/100;
set(get(ud.hComponentlAxes, 'title'), 'string', 'Cropped Print');
set(ud.hComponentlImage, 'Cdata', CroppedPrint);









For this part, the feature or the data from the fingerprint is being extracted from the
fingerprint. The six (6) crop images below shown are the convoluted data with certain
angle.
L _h • _' i
167 5 degreb Features
Af f
Figure 4.13: The feature of the fingerprint is being extracted.





































set(get(ud.hComponentlAxes, 'title'), 'string', '0 degree Features');
set(ud.hComponentlImage, 'Cdata', imgl);
case(angle^l),
set(get(ud.hComponent2Axes, 'title'), 'string', '22.5 degree Features');
set(ud.hComponent2Image, 'Cdata', imgl);
case (angle==2),
set(get(ud.hComponent3Axes, 'title'), 'string', '45 degree Features');
set(ud.hComponent3Image, 'Cdata', imgl);
case (angle=3),
set(get(ud.hComponent4Axes, 'title'), 'string', '67.5 degree Features');
set(ud.hComponent4Image, 'Cdata', imgl);
case (angle=4),
set(get(ud.hComponent5Axes, 'title'), 'string', '90 degree Features');
set(ud.hComponent5Image, 'Cdata', imgl);
case (angle==5),
set(get(ud.hComponent6Axes, 'title'), 'string', '112.5 degree Features');
set(ud.hComponent6Image, 'Cdata', imgl);
case (angle==6),
















This is where the database of the fingerprint(s) is saved. The function used to make
the database will save the fingerprint data in *.DAT format.
Invrt loot iMndaw
0 dsarep Pastures OnginalFtiigsrf- nnl
Figure 4.14: The feature of the fingerprint is being saved in database.
degree Features OriginalFingerPnnl 157.5 degree Features
Figure 4.15: The fingerprint data is successfullysaved in database as *.DAT format.
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4.12 Checking
For this part, the program will check the database and look for the identical or nearly
same fingerprint as been added in the database earlier.
imssi^gi^^8^§iii^»^^«^m^^a^^a
fife EdR VJ«w Insert Touts &r*km
Udegrae Component Original FmgeiPnnt Binamrad Print
Component 6? 5 degree Component SGdagroa Component 113 5 degree Component 135 degree Component
Figure 4.16: The tab to select the checking of the fingerprint.
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If the fingerprint is being check and have the database in the program, the MATLAB
will automatically display the result of it. The result shown that the fingerprint that is
check matches with the database no 1 with the distance 0. That means that the
fingerprint is the same with the database and exactly 100% match. But is the database
is not same or exactly like the database have, the result will display like this:
0 tfegrea Coni|tQrtenl OnyinelFingerPnnl
rs \ Theneareafmgapimi isesertt inDataBase which
b :1 W(fiiatfelaicBol:1l)J313a4Se3
BinaniBii Pnnl
225 Jegroe Component Compunt
OK I § omperjenl-js;, -:;-:i35.!degrseComponeht?
Figure 4.18: The result of database scanning that is not the same or existin the
database.
If the database is not exist or the fingerprint is not likely the same or nearly, the
display of the result will be likematching fingerprint 1 but the distance is 1029289.*,




For the conclusion, the objective of this Final Year Design Project is reached. The
objective is to design or build a program that can check the fingerprint whether it is
match, exist or not in the database.
Although the objective has been reached, the program is still having flaws. The
program can be modified more to ensure that the program will run smoothly in the
future. Some of the function are not well organized, programmed. For upcoming
future, hopefully there will be a student or students that arewilling to take this project
and enhance it furthermore in this BIOMETRICS TECHNOLOGY.
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%%% Sub-function - InitializeFPEXTRACTDEMO
%%%
function InitializeFPEXTRACTDEMO()
% If fpextractdemo is alreadyrunning, bring it to the foreground











FpextractDemoFig - figure( ...
TSlame','ExtractingFingerPrint Features Demo',...
•NumberTitleVoff, 'HandleVisibility', 'on',...
'tag', 'Extracting FingerPrint Features Demo',...
'Visible','off, 'Resize', 'off,...
'BusyAction','Queue','InterruptibleVoff,...
'Color', [.8 .8 .8],...
TntegerHandle', 'off,...
'Colormap', gray(grayres));
figpos = get(FpextractDemoFig, 'position');
figpos(3:4) = [1050 525];
%Adjust the size of the figure window
horizDecorations = 10; % resize controls, etc.
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vertDecorations = 45; % title bar, etc.
screenSize = get(0,'ScreenSize');
dx = screenSize(3) - figpos(l) - figpos(3) - horizDecorations;
dy = screenSize(4) - figpos(2) - figpos(4) - vertDecorations;
if(dx<0)
figpos(l) = max(5,figpos(l) + dx);
end
if(dy<0)






bgcolor = [0.45 0.45 0.45]; % Background color for frames
wdcolor = [.8 .8 .8]; % Window color
fgcolor=[l 1 1]; % For text
hs - (cols-(6*175)) / 5; % Horizantal Spacing
vs = (rows)/8; % Vertical Spacing
%=
% Parameters for all buttons and menus
Std.Interruptible = 'off;
Std.BusyAction = 'queue';





Ax.XLim = [.5 128.5];







Img.Ydata = [l 128];
Img.CDataMapping = 'Scaled';





















% 0 degree Component
ud.hComponentlAxes = axes(Ax,...
'Position', [0*vs/6 5*vs-vs/6 175 175]);
title('0 degree Component');
ud.hComponentl Image = image(Img,...
'Parent', ud.hComponentlAxes);
% Original FingerPrint
ud.hOriginalAxes = axes(Ax, ...
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%r
% 157.5 degree Component
ud.hComponentSAxes - axes(Ax, ...




% 22.5 degree Component
ud.hComponent2Axes = axes(Ax,...





% 45 degree Component
ud.hComponent3Axes ~ axes(Ax, ...




% 67.5 degree Component
ud.hComponent4Axes = axes(Ax,...




% 90 degree Component
ud.hComponent5Axes = axes(Ax,...




% 112.5 degree Component
ud.hComponent6Axes = axes(Ax,...
'Position', [5*hs+4*175 vs/2 175 175]);
title('l 12.5 degree Component');
ud.hComponent6Image = image(Img,...
'Parent', ud.hComponent6Axes);
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% 135 degree Component
ud.hComponent7Axes = axes(Ax,...









'Position', [vs/6 5*vs-vs/6-81 200 vs+vs/8],
'BackgroundColor', bgcolor);
%=
% Image popup menu
ud.hlmgPop - uicontrol(Menu,...
'Position',[vs/6+vs/8 5*vs-2*vs/3+7 180 vs/16],...
'String','Whorl|Twin loop|Left loop|Right loop]Other image',
'CallbackVfpextractdemo("LoadNewImage"),);
% Text label for Image Menu Popup
uicontrol( Text,...
'Position',[vs/6+vs/8 5*vs-vs/6-vs/3-2 180 vs/4],...
'String','Select a type of fingerprint:');
% Extracting Step popup menu
ud.hSelectStepPop = uicontrol(Menu,...




% Text label for Extracting Step Menu Popup
uicontrol( Text,...
'Position',[vs/6+vs/8 4*vs-4 90 vs/4],...
'String'/Selectstepto:');
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'Position', [3*hs+2*175 2 vs/2+2*175 vs/2-4],...
'BackgroundColor', bgcolor);
% Buttons - Info and Close
ud.h!nfo=uicontrol(Btn,...












'Position',[hs vs/8 2*175-vs/8 vs/4],...















%%% Sub-Function - LoadNewImage
%%%
function LoadNewImage(DemoFig)































error('fpextractdemo: Unknown Image Option!');
end
% If image is N x M with mod(N,8)~=0 or mod(M,8)~=0
% input image is resized.
imgN=size(img,l);
imgM=size(img,2);






















set(get(ud.hOriginalAxes, 'title'), 'string', 'Original FingerPrint');
set(get(ud.hComponentlAxes, 'title'), 'string', '0 degree Component');
set(get(ud.hComponent6Axes, 'title'), 'string', '112.5 degree Component');
set(ud.h0riginallmage, 'Cdata', img);
set(DemoFig,'Pointer','arrow');
setstatus(DemoFig,'Please select a step to process...');
return;
%%%
%%% Sub-Function - SelectExtractingStep
%%%
function SelectExtractingStep(DemoFig)
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set(get(ud.hComponentlAxes, 'title'), 'string', 'CroppedPrint');
set(ud.hComponentlImage, 'Cdata', CroppedPrint);





























































[NormalizedPrint,vector] = sector_norm( CroppedPrint ,0,0);
CroppedPrint = double(CroppedPrint)/graylevmax;
NormalizedPrint = double(NormalizedPrint)/100;
set(get(ud.hComponentlAxes, 'title'), 'string', 'Cropped Print');
set(ud.hComponentlImage, 'Cdata', CroppedPrint);



























set(get(ud.hComponentlAxes, 'title'), 'string', '0 degree gabor');
set(ud.hComponentlImage, 'Cdata', gabor);
case (angle;==l),
set(get(ud.hComponent2Axes, 'title'), 'string', '22.5 degree gabor');
set(ud.hComponent2Image, 'Cdata', gabor);
case (angle=2),
set(get(ud.hComponent3Axes, 'title'), 'string', '45 degree gabor');
set(ud.hComponent3Image, 'Cdata', gabor);
case (angle==3),
set(get(ud.hComponent4Axes, 'title'), 'string', '67.5 degree gabor');
set(ud.hComponent4Image, 'Cdata', gabor);
case (angle~4),
set(get(ud.hComponent5Axes, 'title'), 'string', '90 degree gabor');
set(ud.hComponent5Image, 'Cdata', gabor);
case (angle==5),
set(get(ud.hComponent6Axes, 'title'), 'string*, '112.5 degree gabor');
set(ud.hComponent6Image, 'Cdata', gabor);
case (angle=6),
set(get(ud.hComponent7Axes, 'title'), 'string', '135 degree gabor');
set(ud.hComponent7Image, 'Cdata', gabor);
case (angle==7),







setstatus(DemoFig,'Gabor Filters were shown');
ud.OriginallmagelsStale = 0;
set(DemoFig, 'UserData', ud);




































ComponentPrint=ComponentPrint(px+1 :px+zIx,py+1 :py+zl y);
[disk,vector]=sectorjiorrn(ComponentPrint, 1,0);
img = double(ComponentPrint)/graylevmax;




set(get(ud.hComponentlAxes, 'title'), 'string', '0 degree Component');
set(ud.hComponentl Image, 'Cdata', img);
case(angle=l),
set(get(ud.hComponent2Axes, 'title'), 'string', '22.5 degree Component');
set(ud.hComponent2Image, 'Cdata', img);
case (angle==2),
set(get(ud.hComponent3Axes, 'title'), 'string', '45 degree Component');
set(ud.hComponent3Image, 'Cdata', img);
case (angle=3),
set(get(ud.hComponent4Axes, 'title'), 'string', '67.5 degree Component');
set(ud.hComponent4Image, 'Cdata', img);
case (angle==4),
set(get(ud.hComponent5Axes, 'title'), 'string', '90 degree Component');
set(ud.hComponent5Image, 'Cdata', img);
case (angle=~5),
set(get(ud.hComponent6Axes, 'title'), 'string', '112.5 degree Component');
set(ud.hComponent6Image, 'Cdata', img);
case (angle==6),
set(get(ud.hComponent7Axes, 'title'), 'string', '135 degree Component');
set(ud.hComponent7Image, 'Cdata', img);
case (angle==7),


















































set(get(ud.hComponentlAxes, 'title'), 'string', '0 degree Features');
set(ud.hComponentlImage, 'Cdata', imgl);
case (angle=l),
set(get(ud.hComponent2Axes, 'title'), 'string', '22.5 degree Features');
set(ud.hComponent2Image, 'Cdata', imgl);
case (angle=2),
set(get(ud.hComponent3Axes, 'title'), 'string', '45 degree Features');
set(ud.hComponent3Image, 'Cdata', imgl);
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case (angle=3),
set(get(ud.hComponent4Axes, 'title'), 'string', '67.5 degree Features');
set(ud.hComponent4Image, 'Cdata', imgl);
case (angle=4),
set(get(ud.hComponent5Axes, 'title'), 'string', '90 degree Features');
set(ud.hComponent5Image, 'Cdata', imgl);
case (angle=5),
set(get(ud.hComponent6Axes, 'title'), 'string', T 12.5 degree Features');
set(ud.hComponent6Image, 'Cdata', imgl);
case (angle==6),
set(get(ud.hComponent7Axes, 'title'), 'string', '135 degree Features');
set(ud.hComponent7Image, 'Cdata', imgl);
case (angle==7),













































































































































% FingerCode of input fngerprint has just been calculated.
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message=strcat('Thenearest fingerprint present in DataBase which matchs input
fingerprint is : ',num2str(posizione_minimo),...
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